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SECTION – A
1. Attempt all questions in brief.
QN
QUESTION
a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

Define vacuum efficiency.
Ans-The ratio of actual vacuum to ideal vacuum in the condenser is known as
vacuum efficiency.
Define Grate.
Ans-The grate is the place where the fuel is burnt. it consist of cast iron bars with
spacing between them so that the air for combustion may pass between the tubes
ans ash may fall below.
What is turboprop engine?
Ans-In this engine 80 to 90 % of the total propulsive thrust is generated by the gas
turbine and the remainder is developed by the expansion of gases in nozzles.due to
this power generated in the gas turbine is used for driving the compressor and the
propeller.
Define propulsive efficiency.
Ans-it is defined as the ratio of thrust power to propulsive power.
State the requirements of modern condenser.
Ans-(i) the steam should be evenly distributed over the whole cooling surface
(ii)air leakages to the condenser should be avoided since it destroys the
vacuum in the condenser.
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SECTION - B
2. Attempt any TWO of the following.
QN
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How the boilers are classified? Compare the fire tube and water tube boilers.
Boilers are of many types.
Depending upon their features they can be classified as given under:
(a) Based upon the orientation/axis of the shell: According to the axis of shell boiler can be
classified as vertical boiler and horizontal boiler.
(i) Vertical boiler has its shell vertical.
(ii) Horizontal boiler has its shell horizontal.
(iii) Inclined boiler has its shell inclined.

a.

(b) Based upon utility of boiler: Boilers can be classified as
(i) Stationery boiler, such boilers are stationery and are extensively used in power plants, industrial
processes, heating etc.
(ii) Portable boiler, such boilers are portable and are of small size. These can be of the following
types, Locomotive boiler, which are exclusively used in locomotives. Marine boiler, which are
used for marine applications.
(c) Based on type of firing employed: According to the nature of heat addition process boilers
can be classified as,
(i) Externally fired boilers, in which heat addition is done externally i.e. furnace is outside the
boiler unit. Such as Lanchashire boiler, Locomotive boiler etc.
(ii) Internally fired boilers, in which heat addition is done internally i.e. furnace is within the boiler

unit. Such as Cochran boiler, Bobcock Wilcox boiler etc.
(d) Based upon the tube content: Based on the fluid inside the tubes, boilers can be,
(i) Fire tube boilers, such boilers have the hot gases inside the tube and water is outside
surrounding them. Examples for these boilers are, Cornish boiler, Cochran boiler, Lancashire
boiler, Locomotive boiler etc.
(ii) Water tube boilers, such boilers have water flowing inside the tubes and hot gases surround
them. Examples for such boilers are Babcock-Wilcox boiler, Stirling boiler, La-Mont boiler,
Benson boiler etc.
(e) Based on type of fuel used: According to the type of fuel used the boilers can be,
(i) Solid fuel fired boilers, such as coal fired boilers etc.
(ii) Liquid fuel fired boilers, such as oil fired boilers etc.
(iii) Gas fired boilers, such as natural gas fired boilers etc.
(f) Based on circulation: According to the flow of water and steam within the boiler circuit
the boilers may be of following types,
(i) Natural circulation boilers, in which the circulation of water/steam is caused by the density
difference which is due to the temperature variation
(ii) Forced circulation boilers, in which the circulation of water/steam is caused by a pump i.e.
externally assisted circulation.
(g) Based on extent of firing: According to the extent of firing the boilers may be,
(i) Fired boilers, in which heat is provided by fuel firing.
(ii) Unfired boilers, in which heat is provided by some other source except fuel firing such as hot
flue gases etc.
(iii) Supplementary fired boilers, in which a portion of heat is provided by fuel firing and
remaining by some other source.

Comparison between fire tube and water tube boiler
Fire tube boiler
1-in this the hot flue gases flow in the tube surrounded outside by the water
2-it requires less floor area
3-these are usually made in smaller

Water tube boiler
1- in this the water flow in the tube surrounded outside by the hot gases.
2- it requires more floor area
3-these are bigger in size.

b.

State the comparison between :
(i) Jet and surface condenser
(ii) Jet engine and propeller engine
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Surface condensers:
(i)cooling water and steam are not mixed.

c.

A Lancashire boiler generates 2400kg of dry steam per hour at a pressure of 11 bar
.The grate area is 3 m2 and 90 kg of coal is burnt per m2 of grate area per hour.
The calorific value of the coal is 33180kJ/kg and the temperature of feed water is
17.5 0C. Determine :
(i) Actual evaporation per kg of coal
(ii) Equivalent evaporation from and at 1000C .
(iii) Efficiency of the boiler
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In a boiler ,the following observation made:
Pressure of steam=10 bar
Steam condensed=540kg/h
Fuel used=65kg/h
Moisture in fuel=2%by mass
Mass of dry flue gases=9 kg/kg of fuel
Lower calorific value of fuel= 32000kJ/kg
Temperature of the flue gases= 3250C
Temperature of the boiler house= 280C
Feed water temperature= 500C
Mean specific heat of flue gases=1 kJ/kg K
Dryness fraction of steam=0.95
Draw up a heat balance sheet for the boiler

d.
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SECTION - C
3. Attempt any ONE part of the following:
QN
QUESTION
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The following observations were made on a steam condensing plant :
Barometer reading =760 mm of Hg
Recorded vacuum =700mm of Hg
Mean temperature of condensation = 340C
Hot well temperature =270C
Mass of condensate =2120 kg/hr
Mass of cooling water =66000kg/hr
Rise in temperature of cooling water = 160C,Find:
(i) The state of steam entering the condenser
(ii) Mass of air present in kg/m3 of condenser
(iii) Vacuum efficiency

a.

With a neat sketch explain the working of low level counter flow jet condenser.

b.
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4. Attempt any ONE part of the following :
QN
QUESTION
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Discuss the working of turbojet engine with T-S diagram.

a.

A turbojet engine draws air at the rate of 1 kg/s while flying at a speed of 900
kmph.The velocity of gases at the exit of the nozzle is 620 m/s. The engine uses
fuel at the rate of 0.0125 kg/s of calorific value 45000 kJ/kg .Find
(i) Fuel air ratio
(ii) Fuel consumption in kg/hr
(iii) Thrust power
(iv) TSFC
(v) Overall efficiency

b.
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5. Attempt any ONE part of the following :
QN
QUESTION
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In a gas turbine cycle, air at 27 C and 0.98 bar is compressed to 6 bar .the
temperature of air is increased to 750 0C as it passes through the combustion
chamber. The isentropic efficiencies of compressor and turbine are 0.8 and 0.85
respectively .Determine the efficiency of the plant.

a.

Write a short note on reheat and regeneration in gas turbine plan.
Gas turbine cycle with regenerations

Gas turbine cycle with reheating

b.
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